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General Instructions
To the Teacher
And
General Exercises
--The first parts of this method included the study of meter, rhythm and of notation
(see Volumes 1 and 2 of Gymnastique rythmique et l’Etude de la portée musicale*). The
students, being presently up to speed with the notation and interpretation of durations of
time and with their accentuation, are now prepared to undertake the study of musical
tones and their combinations. The first concern of the teacher must be to make the child
appreciate the difference that exists between the whole tone and the semi tone. If the
student grasps this difference only with hesitation, whether in singing or listening, there
should be no thought of continuing to another subject. Otherwise we would commit an
error analogous to that of teaching the words of a language before having learned the
letters. In point of fact, we do not hesitate to say that nine out of ten teachers of singing
or of instruments start the instruction of scales before having demanded of their students
a perfect and absolute knowledge of these two natural elements. When this happens, the
students will never know their scales, they will never understand music!
Every good musical method must be based on the “hearing” of sounds as much as
on their performance.
And if the ability to hear is limited for a student, you must apply yourself to
developing it before starting upon the study of theory. For many children, sound is but
noise and it would be absurd to have them start the comparative study of noises. It is
through mental effort that they will learn to distinguish where sound begins; you must
goad them and orient their thoughts; exercises of memorization will not be useful until
later. “Memory,” wrote Diderot, “conserves the traces of past sensations and judgments
only in so much as these have the degree of force necessary to produce a living
sensation.”
Here we touch on a very important point that has stirred up much discussion, that
of absolute pitch, which is to say the innate and natural perception of the place of each
sound in the range of sonorities, and of the correspondence between the sound and the
conventional word (or letter) that designates it. There are students who, as soon as they
[p.2] know the names of notes, cry out at the hearing of a sound “that’s an A; an E; an Fsharp,” without having to think any longer than it takes to state “that is green” when
seeing a tree in spring. Thus, many pedagogues claim that absolute pitch is innate and is
not acquired through study. Ourselves, we are completely persuaded of the contrary. If a
child is gifted enough to assess, without ever failing (specialists will understand the
importance of the word ever), the difference between whole tones and semi tones, it is
possible to establish in him through comparison and suggestion, the immediate
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connection between the name of a note and the note itself. You must develop a constant
cycle of undetectable thought processes that occur when listening. The method of
developing and connecting these processes forms the natural basis of a good method of
musical instruction. As our method is entirely experimental, we are forced to send our
readers who desire more information on the subject to special works. But we hold,
before moving on, our clear conviction which is based on numerous experiences, that
absolute hearing can, in all students with a normal ear, be developed through education, if
this education begins at an early enough time and if it precedes the study of an
instrument.
Once students perceive this difference of tones and semitones, the comparative
study of scales begins. And on this subject, here are several words of explanation about
our personal method. As each scale is formed by the same succession of steps and half
steps, always in the same order, students cannot recognize a scale when listening except
by the height of its tonic. The relationship of one scale to another escapes them. The
melody of the Ab major scale, for example, is the same as the melody of the C major
scale, transposed a minor sixth above or a major third below. But if you ask students to
find the notes of the Ab scale beginning on C (thus: C Db Eb F G Ab Bb C), the students
will recognize immediately that this melody differs from that which characterizes the C
scale. They will realize that the steps and half steps are not in the same place and (as they
know the established order of steps and half steps in a scale that moves from tonic to
tonic) it will be easy for them to recognize and find the tonic of the scale and the name of
the key. In one or two months the students will come to easily recognize all the keys in
this fashion. The decision to use C as the initial tone permits all voices to sing all scales,
the changes carried by the order of steps and half steps suffices to give the impression of
diverse scales. In other methods, singing all scales is impossible as the child’s voice has
a limited range, and the apprentice singer is only allowed to use a limited register.
Regardless of range, one is never introduced to the diversity of scales except through the
regrettable means of transposition; and even if we sing certain scales at their true pitch,
we neglect to make clear their relationship to each other, as we do through the successive
alteration of various notes of the scale of C. [p.3]
Another advantage of this system is that in a short timeframe, it grounds C in the
memory and it teaches students to sing in tune without having to refer to a tuning fork,
without giving an A or having them give an A. This advantage is invaluable, certainly, in
musical hearing. Students trained in our method will have no trouble discerning the key
of any excerpt, thanks to the perception of alterations which the scale of C is submitted
to, and, experienced in the singing of various intervals in different settings (meaning
different keys), they will recognize easily all of the notes, regardless of instrumentation.
It is thus of all importance, in our system, that the teacher works to ground this
fundamental C in the memory and, we should also say, the throats of his students. He
must also, in order to prepare intelligent musical hearing, give as counterpoint to these
exercises of intonation that which one might call exercises of recognition or designation,
in the same way as primary schools work on both reading and writing. Said differently, it
is important that at the end of a course in solfege, the student should be equally capable
of naming the notes of a singing exercise of another student as of singing the same
exercise himself. To get to this result, the teacher will accustom the student first and
from the beginning to discern in what key another student is singing an exercise which

has been studied, then to name or write the notes of an exercise chosen at random, finally
to distinguish any notes in any succession. I cannot be too insistent on this point; one can
thus doubly develop the musical faculties of a student.
The study of keys must be done in the most conscientious and meticulous fashion.
It must last two or three years, perhaps more, in a word: the temps it takes for the tonal
relations to become, as the quote of Montaigne previously cited says, “not incorporated
into the soul but attached; such that it is not just watered but dyed, and if it is not changed
by the knowledge and has not improved its imperfect state, certainly it would have been
better to leave it alone!”
Once the scales are known, all other musical studies, except of course those that
touch on rhythm, will be no more than a game, the student finding the explanation in the
scales themselves. Intervals? Fragments of scales with the omission of the intermediate
tones. Chords? Superposition of notes from a scale. Resolutions? Satisfaction given to
a suspended note from a scale when it is allowed to continue its progression.
Modulations? Chaining one scale to another scale. Everything that concerns melody and
harmony is implicitly contained in the studies of scales. It is simply a question of
terminology and classification.
There will also be the art of phrasing and nuance to teach, and it is this part of
teaching which will be the joy of the lessons and which will cover the aridity of certain
exercises in a resplendent mantle of poetry and beauty. Oh! the nuances under command
of the interpretation of musical scholars! Crescendi, fortissimi, pianissimi done to the
baton, without giving the students any understanding of why, without having created in
them the need to do it! And everything in phrasing and nuance is so simple to explain, so
natural, so attractive, so capable of being immediately received and [p.4] understood by
even the least technically adept student. Certainly the rules of expression are condensed
in a unique book by the marvelous theorist Mattis-Lussy1 and all the laws of
interpretation a formulated and classified there in the most wise and illuminating way!
No doubt, this book in its current form cannot be placed between the hands of young
students, who could not grasp the infinite nuances, but I cannot recommend reading this
book highly enough to any music teacher. And let me pay in passing my tribute and
recognition to the author of Treaty of Music Expression and of Rhythm who taught me
how everything in music can be brought back to the observance of several fundamental
laws, who revealed to me the raison d’être of each nuance, of each accent and who
placed me on the path of musical reforms which, for many years, I have been attached to
undertaking.
When music teachers teach their students the principal rules of nuance and of
phrasing, they will be shocked and delighted to note the interest these rules arouse, the
joy with which they are applied! We are too accustomed to resorting to the child’s
instinct of imitation, to the detriment of his spirit of analysis and his inventive faculties.
As Pascal said, “It is dangerous to show a child how he is similar to beasts, without
showing him what there is in him of greatness and nobleness.” A child loves nothing as
much as creating for himself and decorating to his fancy his objects of play. Similarly, he
is more interested in studies that he can place a bit of himself into. Once he has learned
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the first few primordial rules of nuance, he will no longer take pleasure from a melody
unless he is permitted to ornament it with its natural complements: sentimental
expression, and rhythmic and pathetic accentuation. He will read it without interest. It
will be like completing a chore. But if he is told, “Now, add nuance!” watch his eyes
burn with joy, his face light up! The melody becomes dear to him, because he brings to it
a bit of himself. He sings it with ardor and his best ability [check “la pare de son
mieux”], happy to make it thus more beautiful and more alive. And when he’s finished,
and is asked, “What mistake have you made?” how aware he is of the false and omitted
nuances! With what conviction he cries, “I messed up the rhythm, I sang too loudly, I
forget to slow down!” And how agreeable it is to him to take up the work again, to chisel
at it, to communicate to it his life, to animate it with his enthusiasm. The need to create
exists in all children, and the teacher should miss no chance to take part in this desire and
its results. He should try from the beginning to have the students improvise short phrases
of 2 mesures, then 4 or 8, or to have students replace an erased measure of a melody with
one of their own creation. He will note the pleasure they take in these exercises and the
rapid pleasure they make in improvisation! Even better, if he has students judge each
others’ efforts, he will remark that the ability to critique and analyze [p.5] is as natural in
children as that of creation, and that practice allows them to aquire easly the intelligence
and finesse of judgement, on the condition, please note, that well chosen examples evoke
in them the sense of clear direction and the appreciation of beautiful proportions.
We will discuss later the exercises that the teacher will lead to develop the instinct
of creation and the ease of improvisation among students. For the moment, we will
content ourselves to indicate several correct exercises to establish the connection between
sounds and the names of notes, and to develop the skills of hearing and memorization.
Finally, we will finish these general directions with advise on how to approach dictation
with students.
Hearing Exercises:
1st: The student attempts to establish in his mind a relationship and an agreement between
the sound of a note and the name of this note. To do this, every day he must sing
many times each and every note, with his eyes closed (to better concentrate) and
then announcing in a clear voice the name of the note that he has just sung.
2nd: Each morning, upon awakening, the student should attempt to sing C1, and then
check the intonation with the aid of a tuning fork or a musical instrument. Repeat
this exercise as often as possible throughout the day.
3rd: Whenever the student hears a sound (horn of a tram, vibration of a crystal, etc…), he
should attempt to determine the height of the sound and to designate the name of
the corresponding note. Then, he will check his naming with the aid of a tuning
fork or instrument.
4th: The student will play
on the piano and attempt to hear the harmonics:
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Tuning forks are available which give C, give major and minor chords, or give
chromatic scales.

There are many children who can perceive no harmonics, or merely one or two.
Daily hearing exercises done with great attention can in a very short time perfect one’s
hearing. Too often, a child does not listen but contents himself to hear.[p.6]
Exercises for developing suppleness in the voice
and aligning hearing and production of sound
a) The teacher plays on the piano (or violin) a very low or very high sound, and the
students sing it back in the range:

The teacher plays:

The student sings:

The teacher plays:

etc… The student sings:

b) The teacher writes a melody on the board, formed of notes separated from each other
by large melodic leaps. The student performs it in the range:

c) If the students know the bass clef, the teacher writes on the board an example where
the notes, separated from each other by large melodic leaps, are also written either in the
bass clef or the treble clef. The students perform the melody in the range:

Exercises for vocal balance and breathing
(See the first part of the method of “Rhythmic Gymnastics”)
[p.7]

Exercises for Memorization
To have students learn the following melody by heart:

The teacher should follow these steps:
1st: Speak the first measure to the students (without singing), by saying the names of the
notes and the names of the rhythmic values.

half

quarter quarter

The students repeat this measure until they know it.
2nd: Speak the second measure to the students (still without singing), but this time speak
the names of the notes in rhythm.

The students repeat this measure until they know it.
3 : The teacher connects the first two measures:
rd

4th: The teacher speaks the third measure (as in #2)
5th: The teacher connects measures 2 and 3.
6th: The teacher speaks measure 4.
7th: The teacher connects measures 3 and 4.
8th: The teacher connects all 4 measures.
9th: The teacher has the students sing the four measures, and then transpose it into other
keys based on the system described earlier.

Musical Dictations
Please Note: The method of dictation explained here is only valuable for
students who have not had two years of Eurhythmics. For students who have
had their preparatory Eurhythmics courses, the teacher will have them first
notate the rhythm of the melody on a single line and then, on a second hearing,
the pitches of the melody on the 5-line staff.
The teacher will, in the course of teaching, have the students take down the
following melodies in dictation, by taking them apart as in the following example.
Suppose that the melody to dictate were:

1. The teacher sings the notes of the melody, without accompanying them by their
rhythmic value, and by pausing between each note. The students write in their notebooks
the note that they heard.

[p.8]
2. The teacher has the students sing the succession of notes that they have written
down.
3. The teacher indicates where the barlines are in the melody, by singing the
melody slowly on the vowel “ah” and accenting each note placed on the first beat of the
measure. The students place the barlines before these first, or strong beats.

4. The teacher asks the students (and corrects, if necessary) where they have
placed barlines.
5. The teacher sings the melody measure by measure (pausing between each
measure) and the student writes the rhythmic values of the notes preceding the stop.

6. The teacher has the students indicate what values they’ve notated.
7. The teacher has all of the students sing the melody.

Musical Dictations

[p.9]

[p.10]

[p.11]

